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 Founders: The Trailblazers

It takes a whole lot of guts to throw out the blueprints and 
start something new. These founders are proof that taking the 
road less traveled can lead to somewhere pretty spectacular. 
Whether they’re changing how businesses communicate or 
making cultural experiences more accessible, they’re paving 
the way for others to follow.

05
Take inspiration from a founder who built 
the Middle East’s largest online editorial 
marketplace, bringing together over 15,000 
freelancers in support of 3,000 customers.

04
Read about the Dutchman 
who’s built a pioneering  
cloud-based banking system 
that’s making transaction 
processing more efficient.

01
Discover how an affiliate 
marketing startup grew into an 
online ticketing platform that’s 
helping local attractions across 
200 cities get more tech-savvy.

02

03
Find out how an entrepreneur turned 
a negative shopping experience into a 
multi-million dollar business that helps 
brands build consumer trust and loyalty.

The trailblazers

Learn how the first Nigerian startup 
to graduate from Y Combinator 
is transforming the way African 
companies do business.
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 Founders: Tiqets

TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

Making culture 
accessible 
through 
technology

It was a lifelong love of travel that 

drove Marijn Speelman to join Tiqets, 

which has since grown to become 

one of the world’s largest culture and 

entertainment ticketing platforms. 

When he isn’t making travel easier for 

tourists through the use of technology, 

Marijn can often be found hiking in some 

of America’s wildest national parks.

Marijn Speelman
CTO of Tiqets 

‘We want to revolutionize travel’ 
I joined the company about a year in. At 
the time, it was an affiliate marketing 
platform to promote different things to 
do in a city – everything from car rental 
to shows. But we soon realized that issues 
with venue ticketing services made things 
difficult. Events sold out early, there was 
no indication of real-time availability, and 
even if tickets were available, buyers still 
needed to print them off. Most travelers 
don’t carry a printer around with them. 

Tiqets is revolutionizing the way travelers find, buy, and 
use tickets for museums, shows, and attractions. The Dutch 
company promotes events and attractions for hundreds of 
cities across the globe. Visitors can book an experience in 
seconds through the Tiqets website or app, using their phone 
to gain entrance. 
Tiqets has raised more than $45 million over the course of 
five funding rounds. The company was founded in 2014 and 
employs over 160 people – most of whom are based at its head 
office in Amsterdam. 
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

‘Many city attractions are not  
tech-savvy’
We decided to do things differently. We 
jumped on our bikes, rode to the venues, 
and said: ‘Hey, we want to sell your tickets 
online and on mobile.’ We’ve kept the 
direct contact approach to this day. It’s 
very time consuming, but it’s necessary. 
Many city attractions – landmarks, theme 
parks, etc. – are not very tech-savvy. 
When we first talk to them, they’ll say: 
‘Why do people want mobile ticketing? 
Printing is fine; we’ve always done it like 
that.’ But they come around eventually. 

https://youtu.be/pyz7ZrWZsS8
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 Founders: Tiqets

TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

‘Picking the right idea is tough’
We kicked off with a seed round 
investment of $450,000 and ran on that 
for about a year. It was a tough period 
because we struggled to find the right 
product-market fit. You have so many 
ideas in the beginning; it’s challenging to 
focus on the ones you can actually build 
a business around, and you need to be 
able to spot opportunities in a changing 
market. A little bit of luck helps too! Once 
we’d decided we wanted to focus on a 
mobile ticketing platform, it took us two 
months to develop the concept and launch 
the first version. 

‘Consistent user experience is everything’
We’ve focused on making sure we have a 
consistent user experience – we want to 
make it as easy as possible for people to 
go to the places they want to go. Every 
time customers use Tiqets, it should work 
the same way. And the more people get 
to know us, the easier it is to attract new 
venues. Brand awareness has helped us 
a lot in the last year, as we’ve been able 
to expand our offerings and reach out 
to different regions in Asia, the US, the 
Middle East, and Europe.

‘Globalization came with challenges we 
didn’t expect’
We want to be the world’s top platform 
for event tickets. Tiqets will be on every 
traveler’s phone – we’re going for world 
domination! We have a lot of standardized 
processes in place to make it easier to 
expand to different countries. We’ve 
developed our own ticketing scanners and 
can also work with API connections. 

Globalization has its own challenges 
though – we’ve come up against a lot 
of issues we didn’t anticipate, such as 
differences in tax and payment methods. 
It’s important to do market research, get 
to know your locality, and get good people 
on the ground to talk to your target 
market. They’re like your eyes and ears. We 
had a tiny team when we started – now we 
employ people across nine countries.

‘You need to be persistent’
With any startup, there will be many 
challenges, so you need to keep on going 
and find a way forward. My advice to new 
founders is to always be persistent. Also, 
focus on hiring good people. Hopefully 
you’re going to spend a year or more with 
these people, so it’s important they’re 
the right fit and truly want to go on this 
journey with you.

‘We’ve built a great team’
We have a work culture where no one 
has a single truth in mind – anyone can 
have a good idea. Flexibility, intelligence, 
and the ability to work hard are the main 
characteristics we look for. We’ve built 
a great team where everyone looks for 
creative ways of moving forward.

We strive for a company culture where 
people can have a good time and learn 
something new every day. We want 
employees to have a decent work/life 
balance. Good technology is a big draw for 
our staff – we cultivate employee loyalty 
by offering a great product to work on. 
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

Tiqets was launched in 2013 
by Luuc Elzinga, Christiaan 
Solcer, Bas de Boer and 
Maarten Raaijmakers. 

Marijn Speelman joined the 
following year and became 
CTO in 2015. 

Tiqets lists more than  
2,000 bookable venues 
across 200 cities.

The company has raised just 
over $45 million in total –  
$23 million of which was 
agreed in November 2018.

Tiqets uses AWS for scale and 
databases, including Amazon 
EKS and Amazon Aurora.

www.tiqets.com

At a glance
‘AWS gives us freedom’
We decided to work with AWS because 
of its scalability and because it allows us 
to focus on building features rather than 
worrying about operational admin. We use 
Amazon Aurora for database management 
and Amazon Simple Storage Service 
(Amazon S3) for storage. We collect a lot 
of data and it needs structuring, otherwise 
it’s just a pile of useless information. We 
also use Amazon Elastic Container Service 
for Kubernetes (Amazon EKS), Amazon 
Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2), 
Elastic Load Balancing, and other services.

‘We want to make culture  
more accessible’
I’m passionate about building something 
a lot of people use and like. Our mission is 
to make culture more accessible, because 
travel is something that can resonate for 
everyone. I like the idea of helping people 
do something that inspires them and 
enables them to discover places faster and 
easier than they could previously.

I went traveling for a few months before 
Tiqets and it gave me such a buzz. Our 
team is all very travel-orientated actually, 
which means we understand the issues 
travelers run into. Most people only visit 
a city for two or three days, so their time 
is precious.They don’t want to spend 
hours queueing up or wasting time going 
somewhere they’re not going to enjoy.

‘It’s good to have different personalities 
in a team’
I’m quite methodical and level headed. 
I’m the type of person who wants to 
understand a problem really well before 
I act on it. Our management team 
comprises different personalities, which 
works for us. For example, our CEO is 
outgoing and enthusiastic about most 
things, while I’m more sceptical, so we 
balance each other out.

‘Watch out for burnout’
When you’re running a business, it’s 
important to find the time to relax – and 
actually do it – because it’s very tempting 
to just keep on working. You have to take 
care of yourself, so you don’t get burned 
out. Even if you’re busy, make sure you 
find the time to have a break – go out to a 
concert or museum, or get out into nature. 

‘If I could rule the world...’
On my days off, I like to take a long hike 
with my girlfriend and then have a good 
meal at the end of it. If I’m lucky, I might 
also play a computer game or two. My 
ideal holiday destination is a national 
park in the US because of the amazing 
nature you can find there. I love nature – it 
inspires and relaxes me. If I could rule the 
world for a day, I’d restore every species to 
how it was 100 years ago. 

Spotify account & internet connection required

CONCENTRATE

Sultans of 
Swing 
Dire Straights

CHILL-OUT

Cafe De Flore 
Doctor Rockit

Eye of the 
Tiger 
Survivor

GET PUMPED

FOUNDER STORIES 
PLAYLIST

Founder Stories

https://aws.amazon.com/eks/
https://aws.amazon.com/eks/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/aurora/
http://www.tiqets.com
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/aurora/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/eks/
https://aws.amazon.com/eks/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4jiREUjTOBoiwlJtmwpYRV
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5BQLwRnMh99fRzlQLmdprc
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

By providing an integrated and efficient online payment 
platform, Paystack allows businesses in Africa to accept 
payments from anywhere in the world via credit card, debit 
card, money transfer, and mobile phone. The company has 
raised $10.2 million through two funding rounds. Its Series 
A in August 2018 was led by Stripe and attracted investment 
from Visa and Tencent, amongst others. Paystack was 
founded in 2016 by Ezra Olubi and Shola Akinlade, and 
employs more than 70 people in Lagos, Nigeria.

Transforming 
Nigeria’s online
payments marketAfter witnessing the inefficiencies

of payment processing in Nigeria,

Ezra Olubi saw the potential for a

disruptive online payments platform.

The computer enthusiast met his co-

founder, Shola Akinlade, at a software

exhibition while they were both studying

at university. More than a decade later, 

they teamed up to found Paystack and

soon became the first Nigerian startup

to be accepted into the Y Combinator 

program.

Ezra Olubi
Co-founder of Paystack

‘Our vision today is the same as when we 
started’
When we launched Paystack, our vision 
was to make it easy for businesses to 
accept online payments in Nigeria. That 
was the mission we originally set out to 
achieve, and it’s still our mission today. 
Despite already surpassing our goal in 
so many ways, the core problem we’re 
solving is still the same. 

‘I wanted people to be able to top up 
their phones anytime, anywhere’
Back in 2007, when I was working for 
another company, the internet was still 
quite inaccessible in Nigeria, outside of 
workplaces and cyber cafes. People relied 
on their mobile phones, but it wasn’t easy 
to top up airtime. We were working on 
a solution, and created a wallet system 
where customers could prepay and then 
send a text message when they wanted 
more airtime.
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

I thought: ‘If people have all this money 
stored with us, why don’t we let them 
spend it all over the internet?’ I built an 
API around that idea and found myself in 
the world of online payments. Eventually, I 
left that company and went on to do other 
things, but the seed was already sown in 
my mind for what would later become 
Paystack.

‘I met my co-founder at a software 
exhibition’
I first met my co-founder, Shola Akinlade, 
back in 2002. We hit it off at a software 
exhibition in my first year of university 
and we’ve been friends ever since. We’ve 
been working together, on and off, for 
more than a decade now. While Shola was 
consulting for a bank, he stumbled onto 
an easy way of doing recurring billing. 
Knowing my background and interests, 
he came to me and said: ‘Let’s start a 
company together. I want you to be a part 
of this with me.’

‘No-one was surprised when I quit my 
job to start Paystack’
I quit my job in 2015 so I could work on 
Paystack. My friends and family definitely 
weren’t surprised. They were like: ‘Oh, he’s 

doing another new thing again!’ I’d been 
working with startups for pretty much 
my whole career until that point anyway. 
I’d always chosen startups instead of jobs 
with high salaries at big-name companies.

‘Y Combinator was a pipe dream’
After starting the company, the first 
thing Shola and I did was apply for Y 
Combinator. It seemed like a really far-
fetched idea. I remember thinking: ‘There’s 
no way we can get into this program. 
We’re just a couple of young guys in 
Nigeria.’ We got rejected the first time, but 
we applied again and were accepted.

We were the first ever startup from 
Nigeria to enter the program. It was a 
surreal time in my life. Firstly, because 
I had never traveled outside of Nigeria 
before. Secondly, because being accepted 
into the program was strong validation. I 
knew we needed to do everything possible 
to make the most of this opportunity. That 
meant a lot of learning – fast.

‘Our company culture is based on family, 
not hierarchy’
At Y Combinator, Shola and I decided 
we would run the company our way. 
We wanted to avoid the status quo of 
how businesses traditionally operate in 
Nigeria, and establish our own values 
and approach instead. I feel like we’ve 
succeeded, and I’m incredibly proud of 
that.

It sounds clichéd, but we’ve tried to build a 
company culture based around friendship. 
There’s no sense of: ‘I’m the boss, so 
everyone should respect me.’ We don’t 
believe in hierarchy like that. 

We try to take care of our employees like 
family. We provide housing grants to make 
sure our people can find a home close to 
the office if they want to. This means we 
all live around the same area in Lagos, 
which helps foster a sense of community. 
My team can talk to me about whatever 
problems they have – whether they’re 
work-related or personal, any time they 
need to.

‘The banks took a leap of faith on us’
Working in the finance space meant 
we needed to interact with banks a lot, 
straightaway. This was one of the toughest 
hurdles we faced early on. The banking 
system in Nigeria is very closed and they 
saw us as young boys who didn’t know 
what they were doing. As we began to 
establish a loyal customer base, the 
banks saw that people preferred using 
our services over theirs. We started 
gaining more traction and soon, we had 
our foothold in the country for online 
payments. It pays to be persistent, 
especially if your customers can be your 
cheerleaders.
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

‘Compliance is absolutely crucial’
If I were to start Paystack all over again, 
I would pay attention to compliance 
much earlier. Learning to deal with the 
regulators at the beginning was tough, 
but the experience ultimately made us 
stronger. Now, we have an in-house 
legal person who handles all compliance 
matters like arranging licenses with the 
regulators in Nigeria and other countries. 

‘We thought SMEs were our main target 
market, but we were wrong’ 
We began our journey thinking small and 
medium businesses were going to buy 
our product, but it turns out that the 
problem we identified had an impact on 
bigger businesses too. Soon we realized 
our product was also relevant to large 
enterprises and even international 
companies wanting to do business in 
Nigeria. In that sense, Paystack quickly 
went beyond anything we could have 
imagined.

‘It’s exciting when your startup enables 
wider innovation’
Before Paystack started, there was no 
payment system in Nigeria to facilitate 
things like ridesharing. There was simply 
no capability to charge a customer’s card 
automatically when they reached their 
destination. Now, we have Bolt, which is 
one of the biggest ridesharing companies 
in Africa, and they use our technology to 
process payments. Bringing Paystack to 
the market in Nigeria has made all sorts of 
other innovation possible. It’s exciting to 
see your work making a difference.

‘Learn from your mistakes’
We’ve succeeded where other companies 
failed because of the care and diligence we 

put into everything we do. We think things 
through, end-to-end, before we even 
consider releasing something. It helps 
us understand what will best serve our 
customers. Engineers who are oblivious 
to what customers want end up creating 
products that don’t work well in the real 
world. How do I know this? Because I’ve 
made the same mistakes myself in the 
past.

‘I knew we could grow as much as we 
wanted with AWS’
Knowing that Paystack had a long road 
ahead, I wasn’t willing to gamble on a 
cloud service. That’s why I chose AWS. 
It felt more approachable than other 
providers, and I knew we could grow with 
it as much as we wanted. I love that it’s 
not rigid. You’re not confined to a specific 
set of rules. You can set up your network 
the way you want, segment it properly, 
play around with your route tables – that’s 
all very impressive.

AWS Elastic Beanstalk has been a 
faithful friend that has helped us a lot 
with scaling. When there’s a sudden 
spike in traffic, the instances grow to 
accommodate it. Elastic Beanstalk is also 
easy to configure, which is essential for us. 
We use the Amazon Relational Database 
Service (Amazon RDS) too. I can’t imagine 
managing MySQL alone at the rate we’re 
growing today, if we hadn’t started with 
AWS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘I love pasta 
– I eat it 
five times 
a week. My 
favorite kind 
to make 
at home is 
with chicken 
gizzards and a 
lot of onion’

https://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/
https://youtu.be/L2NINvclMT4
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

‘Unclear expectations are premeditated 
resentment’
I have a mantra written down, which 
sits on my desk at home. It says: 
‘Unclear expectations are premeditated 
resentment.’ I try to look at it every 
morning. Essentially, the mantra 
reminds me of how critical it is to 
define expectations and communicate 
them clearly to every person I manage. 
Otherwise, they might not reach their 
full potential or one of us could end up 
disappointed.

‘The vice president of Nigeria came to 
visit us once’
We have this little bathtub full of small 
balls in our office. There’s a basketball 
hoop just above it, and you take the 
balls and throw them through the hoop. 
It’s a place for people to unwind when 
they need to get their minds off work or 
unblock their creativity. It’s also been an 
interesting attraction for visitors. The vice 
president of Nigeria came to see us once 
and he loved shooting hoops. We told him 
the story of Paystack and I guess we must 
have made an impact on him, because he 
went on to talk about us in a couple of his 
speeches afterwards.

Ezra Olubi and Shola Akinlade 
founded Paystack in 2016.

The company has raised  
$10.2 million over two  
funding rounds.

Its Series A funding round in 
August 2018 was led by Stripe 
and attracted investment from 
Visa and Tencent. 

Paystack uses AWS Elastic 
Beanstalk and Amazon RDS, 
amongst other services.

www.paystack.com

At a glance

Spotify account & internet connection required
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https://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/
http://www.paystack.com
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4jiREUjTOBoiwlJtmwpYRV
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5BQLwRnMh99fRzlQLmdprc
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

‘I was the troublemaker at the back’
I met my business partner, Omri, at 
university where we were both studying 
electrical engineering and computer 
science. He was the smart guy in the 
front row taking notes and I was the 
troublemaker talking loudly at the back. 
He turned around and said: ‘Can you 
please shut up, I’m trying to learn here.’ 
My first thought was: ‘I’ve got to get 
to know this guy,’ and we’ve been best 
friends ever since.

‘Being burned by fake reviews gave us a 
flash of inspiration’
We got the idea for Yotpo after buying 
a camera online as a birthday gift for a 
friend. We wanted to get him a really 
fancy one and also arranged for him to go 
on a professional photography course. 

Since I knew nothing about cameras, I 
relied heavily on reviews to find the right 
one, but after the second lesson, his tutor 
told him it was one of the worst cameras 
on the market. We realized the five-star 
reviews we’d read must have been fake. 
We started looking into how we could 
eliminate false reviews and make sure 
what was posted was trustworthy. We 
talked to hundreds of reviewers, trying to 
find out what incentivized them to write 
testimonials, and how we could make the 
experience easier for them. That laid the 
foundations for the company.

Boosting sales through 

reviews, referrals,  
and rewards

A bad experience after buying a camera 

online gave Israeli-born Tomer Tagrin 

the idea for Yotpo. The self-confessed 

internet junkie and computer geek 

met co-founder Omri Cohen while at 

university in Tel Aviv. Tomer now lives in 

New York with his wife, their two sons, 

and the family’s pet labrador.

Tomer Tagrin
CEO & Co-founder of YOTPO

Yotpo helps brands increase their sales and encourage 
customer loyalty. Originally founded to focus on reviews, 
Yotpo has since expanded to enable brands to boost 
acquisition, retention, and sales through reviews, referrals, 
and rewards programs. Feedback from millions of consumers 
is analyzed using AI, to provide valuable consumer insights for 
brands and inform new products and enhancements. 
Yotpo has seen revenues surge exponentially during the past 
few years and has raised over $100 million over the course 
of seven funding rounds. The company, founded in 2011 by 
Tomer Tagrin and Omri Cohen, employs 350 people across its 
offices in Tel Aviv, New York, Boston, and London.

https://youtu.be/emYQojcaQqQ
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

‘Recruiting is a bit like dating’
Recruiting is a bit like dating in that  o nce 
you’ve identified a superstar, you need to 
move fast because it’s only a matter of 
days or hours before they’ll be snapped 
up by someone else. We couldn’t afford 
to hire experienced people at first, so we 
focused on those who were extremely 
smart and talented who would grow with 
us. They wanted the adventure of joining 
an early-stage startup and we gave them 
true freedom to operate. They built the 
company with us and we’re still incredibly 
collaborative in the way we lead. 

One of these people joined us as an intern 
and six years later, he’s number two in our 
engineering division and heads a team of 
30. In another company, that might have 
taken him 20 years.

‘We like people with a sense of humor’
When we bring someone in, we hope 
they’re going to be with us for at least 
the next five to 10 years, so it’s important 
to get the right person. You could say it’s 
about the type of DNA we’re building. 
We like someone who works well in a 
team, but doesn’t take themselves too 
seriously. If a candidate hasn’t smiled 
once throughout the whole interview, 
something’s not right   –   we like people 
with a sense of humor.

‘You need to have great judgment’
We’re obsessively transparent. Every 
employee knows how much money we 
have in the bank, how much we’re burning 
each month, what went wrong and what 
went right. We want people who are good 
at giving and accepting feedback, because 
that’s the only way to work. Most of the 
time you don’t have the right data to 
make a perfect decision. Yes, you can rely 
on data, but you also need to have great 
judgment.

‘All the answers are in our customers’ 
heads’
The best ideas come from customers. 
We try to stay very close to them, so we 
understand what they’re doing and what 
their needs are. If I could go back in time, 
knowing what I know now, I’d make sure 
every one of our engineers spent time 
with our customers. Early on, we knew 
that was important, but we didn’t realize 
how much. All the answers are in our 
customers’ heads, so it’s crucial we spend 
enough time with them.

‘It took just 48 hours before we switched 
back to AWS’
When we started in 2011, AWS was 
already number one in the cloud, so it 
was a natural decision to use its services. 
Three years later, a competitor offered us 
everything free, so we switched. Within 
48 hours, we had switched back and we’ve 
been with AWS ever since. We’ve grown 
very quickly, so have needed all the scale 
and flexibility AWS has given us.

‘Moving to New York was one of my best 
decisions’
Moving to New York, far from families and 
friends, was a tough decision to make, but 
from a business point of view, we needed 
to do it. If anything, I should have done 
it earlier. We’re closer to the market and 
I’m constantly meeting customers, so 
personally and professionally, it’s one of 

the best experiences I’ve had. New York 
is where we have our sales, marketing, 
and client services teams, while all our 
engineering development is still done in 
Tel Aviv.
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TIQETS PAYSTACK OHPEN UREEDYOTPO

‘Storytelling is something every founder 
needs to master’
I’m a big believer that storytelling is 
something every founder needs to master. 
I’m pitching to employees we want to 
hire; I’m pitching to partners; I’m pitching 
to our future investors, and I’m pitching 
to current employees because they’re 
constantly getting offers from other 
companies. You need to tell your story in 
a way that really engages the other side, 
and one of the best ways of doing that is 
to treat it like any other complex project. 
Think about understanding it from the 
other side’s point of view, so you can make 
the pitch personal to them.

‘Double-down on your strengths’
There isn’t one truth and there isn’t one 
way to do things. Do what you think is 
right, even if it’s not what everyone else 

is doing. My role model, tennis ace Roger 
Federer, said that most people work on 
their weaknesses, which makes them a 
great overall player but not dangerous.  
His advice is to double-down on your 
strengths if you want to be the best in the 
world.

‘The emotional rollercoaster of being a 
founder is unbelievably hard’
It’s tough when you lose a great candidate 
to another company, or you think 
you’ve hit on the right way to go about 
something and it turns out to be a big 
mistake. There are a lot of failures along 
the way. It’s not about giving up, but there 
are times when you say: ‘It’s too much, 
we’re going to fail.’ You find another angle 
to go at it, but the emotional rollercoaster 
is unbelievably hard.
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‘There are nights I can’t sleep’
The toughest decisions in business are 
always around   people. When you need to 
let go of someone, especially if they were 
pivotal in the early days, it’s hard. Choices 
like that take an emotional toll and there 
are nights I can’t sleep, even if I know 
what I’m doing is the right thing. 

I learn by watching my co-founder 
Omri, who’s also my best friend. He’s an 
exceptional person, especially in the way 
he manages to live life in a balanced way.

I also wouldn’t be able to do what I do 
without the support of my wife. She’s 
there when I come home after a horrible 
day, and good ones too of course. I can’t 
imagine what it would be like to do this 
without her.

‘You have to keep recharging your 
startup battery’
Life as an entrepreneur is tough. You 
have to make so many decisions and they 
need to be the right ones because those 
are the only ones that count. We’re not 
brain surgeons though – no one’s going 
to die, so being able to keep a sense of 
proportion is important.

Twice a day you’re up and twice a 
day you’re down, so you have to keep 
recharging your startup battery. Now 
that I have two very young sons, I spend 
as much time with them as I can and I’ve 
found if you take your mind off work and 
zone out properly, you do a better job.

When I lived in Israel, I used to play a lot 
of tennis with a friend if I needed to take 
a break. I don’t get the chance to do that 
now, but I do sometimes go swimming if 
I want some time out. I also spend hours 
reading blogs; I’m an internet junkie and 
find computer science fascinating.

‘Trust your instincts’
It’s so hard to succeed, especially in 
the beginning. Maybe you’re doing it 
differently and it’s taking a bit longer, but 
there are many paths to get to where you 
want to go. Trust your instincts and be 
humble enough to recognize when you’re 
not on the right path and need to take a 
different turn. If you’re making progress, 
you’ll get there. Progress is the only thing 
that matters.
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Yotpo was launched in 2011 by 
Tomer Tagrin and Omri Cohen.

Yotpo’s customers include 
AWAY, MVMT, UNTUCKit, 
Glossier, Leesa, Pura Vida and 
ThirdLove. 

The company has done seven 
fundraising rounds and raised 
just over $100 million.

In March 2018, Yotpo 
launched its AI-powered 
Insights product, which 
analyzes millions of customer 
reviews, provides feedback 
to client brands, and serves 
as a data platform for new 
products. 

Yotpo uses AWS for scale  
and flexibility, including 
Amazon EC2.

www.yotpo.com

At a glance

Raising $1 billion is not the end goal’
Fundraising is hard because it’s filled with 
uncertainty and big moves and requires 
a lot of emotional energy. You need to 
understand your levers because, especially 
in a sector like software, there are tons of 
competitors. The question is, how do you 
build your moat and become defensible? 
Money can really help accelerate your 
business so it makes sense, but you need 
to understand that raising $1 billion is  
not the end goal. The end goal is what  
you do with that money and how you 
build value for customers, employees,  
and shareholders.

‘Big Bird and the Cookie Monster are 
everywhere in our office’
I used to collect Sesame Street puppets 
when I was growing up. When we moved 
into our first office and had no money, 
we were wondering how we could make 
it funky and more comfortable. I brought 

in all my Sesame Street stuff and it’s been 
our thing ever since. We’ve got Big Bird, 
the Cookie Monster, and other Sesame 
Street characters everywhere. Actually, 
when we were secretly meeting ahead 
of announcing our first acquisition, Swell 
Rewards, our code name for the initiative 
was ‘Project Elmo’.

‘The minute you think you’ve succeeded, 
you haven’t’
It feels as though we’re still getting 
started because there’s a lot ahead before 
we fulfill our vision. The fact we’re used by 
so many people and so many great brands 
is a milestone, but the minute you think 
you’ve succeeded, you haven’t. We’re still 
a startup and still fighting every day.

Spotify account & internet connection required

CHILL-OUT

The Pretender  
Infected 
Mushroom

Viva La Vida 
Coldplay

GET PUMPED

FOUNDER STORIES  
PLAYLIST

Founder Stories

CONCENTRATE

Concentrate 
Playlist 
AWS

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://www.yotpo.com/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4jiREUjTOBoiwlJtmwpYRV
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5BQLwRnMh99fRzlQLmdprc
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
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Ohpen was established following the global financial 
crisis of 2008. Founders Bas Wouwenaar, Chris Zadeh, Erik 
Drijkoningen, and Ilco van Bolhuis set out with the intention 
of modernizing and disrupting the banking industry with a 
fast, seamless, and secure digital platform. Over the past 
decade, the Dutch company has succeeded in creating an 
innovative alternative for the financial services sector in the 
form of a cloud banking system running on AWS. 
Today, Ohpen employs more than 130 people across its 
Amsterdam and Barcelona offices. The company attracted 
investment of $40 million with a Series B in 2017 and a  
Series C in 2018, and has recently been featured on Wired’s 
list of the 100 hottest startups in Europe.

Bas Wouwenaar was out socializing with 

his now co-founder Chris Zadeh when 

they first got the idea for a disruptive 

cloud banking platform. Two years later, 

Ohpen was born and soon landed its first 

client – one of the world’s largest asset 

management companies. Bas lives in 

Amsterdam with his wife. When he’s not 

in the office, you’ll find him perfecting 

his kickboxing moves in the gym.  

Bas Wouwenaar
Co-founder & CIO of Ohpen

Disrupting the 
financial industry 
with cloud banking

‘My co-founder has a habit of pursuing 
challenging ideas’ 
Our startup’s story began quite a while 
before we actually launched the company. 
One day, my good friend (and Ohpen co-
founder) Chris called me up and said: ‘I 
just quit university to work at an online 
brokerage startup. Come work with me.’ 
This was the year 2000, and the dot com 
bubble had just burst. I told him he was 
insane, and that I already had a great job 
with benefits like a company car, laptop, 
and phone.  

Chris convinced me to visit the rented 
offices anyway – just to take a look. When 
I got there, I realized all they had was 
an idea. But somehow I found myself 
thinking: ‘I can always find another job 
in IT if I need to.’ So I decided to join 
them. Over the next six years, we built 
the biggest internet brokerage firm in the 
Netherlands. We also became a bank.
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‘The idea for Ohpen came to us over 
beers’  
That whole company, Binck, was built 
on a legacy system dating back to the 
late 1980s. There were some big flaws 
– it didn’t scale, was difficult to make 
secure, and provided no audit trails. Plus, 
we had to spend tens of thousands of 
euros whenever we wanted to change 
something. On a night out, after one too 
many beers, we came up with the idea of 
building something better ourselves. That 
idea would eventually become Ohpen. 

By this point in 2007, most of the people 
who had worked with us at Binck had 
left the company. Very few had the 
same drive and passion that had made 
starting a company fun and exciting. I was 
unhappy, so I quit and went traveling for 
a year. Sometime later, I got another call 
from Chris. He said: ‘I want to start a new 
company.’ I didn’t even ask him what the 
company was. I just said: ‘OK, let’s do it.’ 

‘Finding the right investor is crucial’ 
We had to find an investment company 
that saw value in our mission. We wanted 
to create a manageable, scalable, and 
secure platform that performed better 
than the legacy systems being used in 
the finance industry. It was a hard sell – 

we had to tell investors we were starting 
from scratch, with no code, and for at 
least the next two years, there would be 
no products, services, customers or sales. 
Luckily, we managed to find an investor 
who believed in what we wanted to do, 
and they gave us the freedom to do our 
thing without piling on the pressure. 

Once we’d secured investment, we rented 
a basement in Amsterdam and bought 
some IKEA desks, and started building 
the platform. It was just the four of us 
founders with two interns. The weekend 
we launched, everyone slept under their 
desks and drank Red Bull to keep going. It 
was the best time of our lives! 

‘My situation sounded like a bad pick-up 
line’ 
When I first met my wife, Emma, we were 
just starting Ohpen. I’d returned from 
traveling, and had recently come out of 
a long-term relationship, so I was living 
with my parents. All I had was a dream 
and a strategy. I remember taking Emma 
to the beach for our first date and telling 
her: ‘I don’t have a job, a house or a car at 
the moment, and I’m about to start a new 
company. But it’s going to be awesome. 
We’re going to conquer the world.’ It must 
have been the worst pick-up line in the 
world.  

‘The first customer is an important win 
for a startup’ 
The craziest startup moment for me was 
when we signed our first customer. They 
were one of the world’s largest asset 
management companies. Normally, when 
you’re a startup, you have to start by 
onboarding a few small clients and build 
from there, because you haven’t proven 
your platform will work yet. But this asset 
management firm believed in our vision. 
By taking a chance on us, they catapulted 
Ohpen three or four years ahead of our 
projections. 
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‘We want our staff to love where they 
work’ 
I used to work at companies based in 
industrial areas outside of town, where 
there were no bars or anything. Everybody 
hated it. I wanted to avoid that at Ohpen, 
which is why our office is next to the 
biggest shopping street in Amsterdam. 
It’s difficult to reach by car, so it’s awful 
for our customers in that sense, but we 
want our employees to be at the center of 
everything. If you’re working somewhere 
40 hours a week, it’s important you have 
fun too. Our building has a great gym 
that offers kickboxing training and yoga 
lessons. We believe in the ‘work hard, play 
hard’ philosophy.  

‘You can tell a lot about a person by 
their attitude towards sports’ 
I’ve been kickboxing as a hobby for a few 
months now, and I also like to play tennis. 
Personally, I enjoy playing explosive 
sports rather than relaxing with yoga or 
meditation. Chris and I are outrageously 
competitive with each other in work and 
sports. It’s a lot of fun. I think someone’s 
approach to sports tells you a lot about 
the person too. When a new team member 
goes for their first kickboxing lesson, some 
will take a very half-hearted approach and 
some we have to tell to slow down. It’s not 
an HR-approved method of staff appraisal, 
but often, this reflects their workstyle too! 

‘AWS gave us the competitive edge’ 
At my previous company, we built our own 
server room, but at Ohpen, that wasn’t an 
option. We were a two-person IT army – 
me and one of the other founders, Ilco. We 
only knew Amazon as an online bookstore 
at the time, but when we found out about 
AWS, it seemed like the perfect solution. It 
was awesome – with AWS, you could turn 
off machines and not lose any data, which 
was not the norm for cloud providers at all 
back then.  

At the time, processes such as interest 
or performance calculation on financial 
products like investment accounts 
normally took one or two days to run for 

a complete client database. Thanks to 
AWS, we started our system from scratch 
and redesigned all the heavy processes 
involved. That meant we could run the 
same thing in 20 minutes. It was next-level 
and people in the industry were blown 
away. 

‘The most important advice we ever got 
came from AWS CTO  –  Werner Vogels’ 
One of the biggest challenges we faced 
was compliance with EU privacy laws. 
Early on, we were at an AWS user group 
meeting in Amsterdam and took the 
AWS CTO Werner Vogels aside – a real 
‘god’ figure to us – and said: ‘Can you 
help with the challenges we’re facing?’ 
He couldn’t help directly, but he gave us 
the most important advice the company 
has ever received: ‘Make sure you encrypt 
everything, everywhere, all the time, 
and that you remain in control of the 
encryption keys.’  

From that point on, we weaved encryption 
into the DNA of our company. We began 
to encrypt everything multiple times, so 
that even if one layer failed, other layers 
would ensure the data remained secure. 
That’s still how we work to this day. The 
fact that we’re in control of the encryption 
keys gives peace of mind to the financial 
authorities and our clients.
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‘Everyone has a startup idea, but not 
everyone can execute’  
I never considered giving up – not even 
once. Our mantra at Ohpen is: ‘In life, 
you have three options – give in, give up 
or give it all.’ Giving it your all is one of 
our core values as a company. It’s so easy 
to give up when knockbacks happen, 
especially at the beginning, but my advice 
to other entrepreneurs is to never give up. 
Giving up on your mission means giving up 
on a dream, and nobody should ever do 
that. 

I think most people have an idea for 
a company or product. Whether they 

actually take the plunge, though, comes 
down to their ability to execute. Is this 
person or group of people able to turn 
this dream into a reality? Having the right 
mindset is the first key to success and the 
second comes down to having the right 
team around you.  

‘A company is its culture, and vice versa’ 
When hiring staff, I look for an intrinsic 
drive to succeed. It doesn’t have to be 
directly work-related, but I look for 
qualities that demonstrate someone is 
motivated to go after what they want 
in life. I also want employees who are 
dedicated to improving themselves. We 

look for people who want to become 
better at what they do. I believe that if 
they want to improve themselves, they 
will improve the products they work 
on and, ultimately, the processes of the 
company too.  

We have 130 staff, and of course, not 
everyone fits that description exactly. 
Every company needs people who are just 
happy to work nine-to-five as well. But 
in the end, a company is its culture, and 
vice versa. Companies succeed and fail 
based on what the people in them want to 
achieve. 

Bas Wouwenaar founded 
Ohpen in 2009 with Chris 
Zadeh, Erik Drijkoningen and 
Ilco van Bolhuis. 

In 2010, through its 
partnership with AWS, Ohpen 
became the world’s first core-
banking engine to have all its 
production data in the cloud. 

The company has raised 
funding of $40 million to date. 

Ohpen uses  Amazon 
WorkSpaces, Amazon Lambda, 
Amazon RDS ,  AWS IAM , and  
Amazon EC2 , amongst other 
services. 

www.ohpen.com

At a glance

Spotify account & internet connection required

CONCENTRATE

Joep Beving

CHILL-OUT

I Guess I Just 
Feel Like 
John Mayer

State of Love 
and Trust (MTV 
Unplugged) 
Pearl Jam

GET PUMPED

FOUNDER STORIES  
PLAYLIST

Founder Stories

https://aws.amazon.com/workspaces/
https://aws.amazon.com/workspaces/
https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/
https://aws.amazon.com/iam/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
http://www.ohpen.com
https://www.collibra.com
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4jiREUjTOBoiwlJtmwpYRV
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5BQLwRnMh99fRzlQLmdprc
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
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Ureed gives businesses access to a pool of talent who 
can translate and write quality content in more than 30 
languages. Founded in 2017, Ureed is the Middle East’s 
largest online editorial marketplace, with 15,000 freelancers 
and 3,000 customers on its books.
Ureed is a digital spin-off of Tarjama, a traditional translation 
company also founded by Nour Al Hassan. Both companies 
are headquartered in Dubai, UAE.

Leading a content 
revolutionA decade after packing her bags for the 

UAE, Nour Al Hassan saw an opportunity 

to leverage the internet to connect 

editorial freelancers and businesses 

across the region. The Jordanian 

entrepreneur is now using technology 

to break barriers and empower workers 

across the Middle East and beyond. Nour 

lives in Dubai, where she enjoys a daily 

six kilometre beach walk.

Nour Al Hassan
CEO of Ureed

‘The Middle East was crying out for this’
In 2008, I launched Tarjama, a traditional 
translation company from my house in 
Amman, Jordan. Nearly a decade later, I 
used the money from Tarjama to create 
the Ureed platform, which is the tech-led 
arm of the original translation company. 
It’s an electronic marketplace that 
connects clients worldwide to freelance 
translators, editors, content writers, and 
interpreters. In my mind, we had Uber  
for transport needs, so why not have 
Ureed for content needs? It’s grown at  
an astonishingly fast pace; the Middle  
East was clearly crying out for a platform 
like this.

‘Everybody creates a business out of a 
problem’ 
Before Tarjama, I was working as 
a consultant for an international 
organization. Most of the work we created 
was produced in English, but whenever 
we needed to translate the content, it was 
always difficult to meet deadlines and find 
the right talent. So I saw that gap in the 
market as an opportunity. Tarjama came 
out of a need. Later on, Ureed came out of 
a need. Everybody creates a business out 
of a problem.
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‘I didn’t take a penny from anyone’
Startups should consider bootstrapping 
and not bringing in an investor too early; 
if you start very small, you don’t need 
much cash. I didn’t take a penny from 
anyone. Too many startups today build 
their business on investors’ money. If you 
put up your own money and bet on it, you 
work much harder than if you’re spending 
investors’ money. If you do take money 
from investors, it’s best to at least prolong 
the process by doing multiple consecutive 
funding rounds.

‘We introduced remote-working  
early on’
We relied on a lean model in the 
beginning. We introduced remote-working 
very early on. I didn’t rack up unnecessary 
expenses by hiring offices and people in 
offices; the team tapped into the talents 
of regional women who work with us from 
home. 

‘I’m a lifelong advocate of women’s 
empowerment’
Ureed enhances women’s economic 
contribution to the workforce by offering 
them a virtual marketplace. I’m a lifelong 
advocate of women’s empowerment, 
which is reflected in our socially 
responsible business model. 

My team is 70 percent female. I believe in 
offering a lot of flexibility; we really do try 
to accommodate our staff in all situations. 
I think this ethos is why some of our core 
female members have been with us right 
from the start of Tarjama. 

‘Arabic content represents just three 
percent of global web content’
The Arabic content market is massively 
underserved. Arabic-language content 
represents just three percent of online 
content globally. There’s huge potential 
for new businesses to generate content to 
drive traffic.

‘We focus on quality, not quick money’
Ureed has succeeded because we focus on 
the client and their needs. We designed 
the business to be geared towards what 
the client wants, rather than aiming to 
make quick money. We focus on quality. 
If I had to pass on one piece of advice to 
entrepreneurs, it would be to always put 
your customers first. Your customers’ 
happiness is your sustainability.

‘AWS gives us flexibility and security’
My tech team did a lot of comparisons 
between AWS and other providers. We 
found we preferred AWS because of the 
flexibility, security, and reliability of the 
system – it’s the most efficient platform 
to use. AWS has added a lot of value to 
our business – particularly the Elastic 
Load Balancing service as it helps with 
scalability, and AWS Data Pipeline, which 
helps us manage our data. 

https://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/
https://aws.amazon.com/datapipeline/
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‘Scaling across Gulf countries has been  
a challenge’
The difficult part of scaling up is scaling 
from one country to another, where the 
markets are so culturally different and 
regulations are different. Sometimes, 
even from one city to another, you have 
to restart everything from scratch. Ideally, 
it would be amazing if you could set up 
in one country in the region and open 
up branches in all other countries. But in 
reality, you have to do the same work from 
one country to another, and sometimes for 
different cities within the same country. 

‘I hired a team to reduce my stress’
Business development is a challenge 
in the Gulf region. Most of the clients 
want to see the CEO or a very high-level 
company representative, so it’s important 
to hire high-calibre talent who can be 
convincing in client meetings. Until 
recently, if I couldn’t be at the meeting, 
then sometimes the business wouldn’t 
go ahead, which put a lot of pressure on 
me. It was very stressful and I realized it 
couldn’t carry on that way. I now have a 
business development team, so some of 
that stress has been offloaded. But every 
new market I open, relies on me for a long 

period of time until I have the right talent 
from the city itself that really knows the 
market and clients.

‘I would have liked to ask Maya Angelou 
how to worry less’
I really admire the author Maya Angelou. 
She was an amazing, wise woman. If 
she was still alive, I would like to ask 
her how to worry less about life. I’m a 
bit of a worrier. I find that lots of things 
keep me up at night, mainly to do with 
my business. I worry about all kinds of 
problems, particularly if I think we’re 
going to lose a contract or client. 

‘Beach walks clear my head’
I do long beach walks almost every day 
to keep my head clear – usually about six 
kilometres. It clears my brain so much. 
I run too; I find running helps me find 
solutions to problems and think up new 
ways to approach an issue. 

‘You need to be tough’
My family thought I was crazy when I 
set up my first company. I left a very 
successful job that was paying me a lot 
of money, but I absolutely knew I would 
succeed. Confidence is so important, along 
with hard work and passion. When you 

don’t have investors and mentors, you 
have to do things on your own. You have 
to believe in yourself and you need to be 
tough. 

‘I just packed my bags and left’
It was a tough decision to move away 
from my home city of Amman in 2011 
and relocate to the UAE. It was a foreign 
market where I didn’t know anyone. I just 
packed my bags and left. Thankfully, the 
UAE is a good market for startups. Dubai 
offers a great business environment – 
you can fly from here to wherever you 
want; it’s accessible to the world and you 
can attract global talent because people 
love living in Dubai. It’s a nice city; it has 
a lot of multinational companies and the 
government is very helpful to startups. It’s 
been a great experience. 

‘It’s important to test ideas’
I brainstorm a lot with my team. You 
also need outside influences to validate 
whether your ideas make sense. It’s 
important to test ideas in-house, outside, 
and with mentors. I always tap into 
people who have made a success of their 
businesses. I continuously ask if I’m doing 
the right thing or not.
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‘You need a mentor who tells it how it is’
Every startup needs an unbiased mentor, 
one who isn’t an investor in the company 
and can tell you things as they really 
are. You should seek out people who 
have already built a successful company 
themselves; you can’t just wait for a 
mentor to come your way.

You meet a lot of people in life who 
are successful, but you need someone 
who is willing to give you time because 
mentorship is a commitment. My mentor 
is someone who I first met in Jordan. He 
built a company, exited a company, and 
now has a large fund in the region that 
invests in startups. I was lucky to meet 
him. 

‘We want to dominate the regional 
market’
In 10 years time, I would like Ureed to be 
one of the main platforms in the MENA 
region before we expand globally. I’d like 
to dominate the regional market before 
thinking of global expansion. We aim to 
achieve regional saturation in five years.

‘I’m hardly ever switched off  
100 percent’
There’s not one complete day where I 
don’t have to answer a call, check an 
email or meet someone. When I’m going 
on vacation, I try to take a break, but I’m 
never 100 percent switched off. If I’m ever 
lucky enough to get some real time off, I 
want to hit the beach, get a massage, and 
switch off completely.

Ureed was founded by Nour Al 
Hassan in 2017. 

The digital platform connects 
clients and freelancers 
for editorial, content, and 
translation services. It’s a 
spin-off from Tarjama – 
a traditional translation 
company.

Ureed has offices in the UAE 
and Saudi Arabia.

It has 15,000 freelancers and 
3,000 customers on its books.

Ureed uses AWS for scalability 
and data management.

www.ureed.com

At a glance

‘I associate a full 

moon with good 

luck and always 

make a wish’

Spotify account & internet connection required

CONCENTRATE

Beethoven

CHILL-OUT

What a 
Wonderful World  
Louis 
Armstrong

Drive 
David Guetta 
and Black 
Coffee

GET PUMPED

FOUNDER STORIES  
PLAYLIST

Founder Stories

https://ureed.com/en
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4jiREUjTOBoiwlJtmwpYRV
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5BQLwRnMh99fRzlQLmdprc
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3mQOVwvduBlYa795EahYCn
https://youtu.be/4w4YM-ITtHc
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follow the TRAILBLAZERS

Bas  
Wouwenaar

Tomer  
Tagrin

Ezra 
Olubi

Marijn 
Speelman

Nour  
Al Hassan

OHPEN 

Ohpen was founded in the 
shadow of the 2009 global 
financial crisis. Intended to 
modernize and disrupt the 
banking industry, Ohpen is a 
fast, seamless, and secure cloud 
banking platform. CIO and 
co-founder, Bas Wouwenaar, 
credits early collaboration 
with AWS for giving Ohpen a 
competitive edge, by reducing 
their processing time from days 
to minutes. Ohpen is based 
in Amsterdam and has raised 
funding of $40 million to date.

TIQETS 

Tiqets is revolutionizing the 
way travelers experience new 
places, by promoting and selling 
tickets to attractions and events 
in hundreds of cities across 
the globe. More interested in 
building great features than in 
operational admin, CTO Marijn 
Speelman chose a suite of AWS 
services to support Tiqets’ rapid 
expansion and databases. Since 
it was founded in 2014, the 
Amsterdam-based company has 
raised more than $45 million.

PAYSTACK 

Paystack was founded in 
2016 by Ezra Olubi and Shola 
Akinlade to transform payment 
processing systems in Nigeria. 
The digital platform enables 
businesses to accept worldwide 
payments via credit, or debit 
card, money transfer or mobile 
phone. Paystack uses AWS 
Elastic Beanstalk and Amazon 
RDS, amongst other services, to 
keep its technologies flexible for 
growth.

YOTPO 

Launched in Israel by Tomer 
Tagrin and Omri Cohen, Yotpo 
provides brands with consumer 
feedback to help them increase 
sales and brand loyalty. 
Founded in 2011 as a reviews 
platform, Yotpo has since grown 
to provide a broader remit, 
including boosting customer 
acquisition and retention 
through referrals and rewards 
programs. With offices in Tel 
Aviv, New York, Boston, and 
London, the company uses 
Amazon EC2 for scale and 
flexibility.

UREED 

Ureed connects businesses to 
a pool of talented freelancers, 
who can translate and produce 
high-quality content in more 
than 30 languages. Founded 
in 2017 by Nour Al Hassan and 
based in Dubai, Ureed is now 
the Middle East’s biggest online 
editorial marketplace. The 
company relies on the flexibility, 
security, and reliability of 
Amazon’s Elastic Load Balancing 
and Data Pipeline services to 
manage the 18,000 clients on its 
books.

https://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/
https://aws.amazon.com/datapipeline/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tiqets/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/yotpo/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ohpen/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ureed/
https://twitter.com/Tiqets
https://twitter.com/paystack
https://twitter.com/yotpo
https://twitter.com/ohpen?lang=en
https://twitter.com/UreedArabia
https://www.tiqets.com/en/
https://paystack.com/
https://www.yotpo.com/
https://www.ohpen.com/
https://ureed.com/en
https://www.facebook.com/OhpenSoftware/
https://www.facebook.com/UreedArabia/
https://www.facebook.com/yotpo
https://www.facebook.com/PaystackHQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/paystack/
https://www.facebook.com/Tiqets-359141537924813/?brand_redir=318428191588265
https://www.instagram.com/tiqets/
https://www.instagram.com/paystackhq/
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Launching a successful startup takes more 

than building on the most flexible, reliable, 

and scalable infrastructure available today. 

To help get you started, we’ve put together 

some additional resources:

AWS AI/ML TOOLS

AMAZON LEX

AMAZON SAGEMAKER

AMAZON POLLY

At Amazon, we’ve been investing in artificial 

intelligence for over 20 years. Startups can 

easily add intelligence to any application by 

choosing from a range of pre-trained services 

to provide computer vision, speech, language 

analysis, and chatbot functionality.

Amazon Lex builds conversational interfaces 

into any application using voice and text. 

With Amazon Lex, the same deep learning 

technologies that power Amazon Alexa are 

now available to any startup. 

Amazon SageMaker is a fully-managed 

service that covers the entire machine 

learning workflow to label and prepare your 

data, choose an algorithm, train the model, 

tune and optimize it for deployment, make 

predictions, and take action.

Give your audience an alternative way to 

consume information. Amazon Polly can 

generate speech in dozens of languages, 

making it easy to add speech and scale 

your startup to a global audience through 

multilingual RSS feeds, websites, and videos.

Next steps

AWS       Startups
s

In the next issue…

Meet founders who are 
using AWS to improve the 
lives of millions of people 
across the globe.

Sign-up to the AWS 
mailing list to be notified 
when each new issue 
goes live.

https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/
https://aws.amazon.com/lex/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/
https://aws.amazon.com/polly/
https://pages.awscloud.com/communication-preferences
https://pages.awscloud.com/communication-preferences
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